
 MINI ONES



Nine of Lorena Canals’ most iconic designs make a comeback in cute mini versions! The 
same quality in a smaller size – also handmade, in all-natural cotton and tinted with nontoxic 
dyes. Just like their larger versions, Mini Ones come in a wide choice of designs, colors and 
shapes for everyone to find their pick!

When rugs start to make sense

MINI ONES COLLECTION

SELLING TIPS

PRACTICAL, AFFORDABLE, ADORABLE!

The Mini Ones collection is made up of nine different designs, each packed in a cotton 
drawstrings backpack to easily carry them to and fro.

Choose your favorite design and take it anywhere.

Improvise comfy corners in or out the house, for you or for little ones to play on.

You can either use them solo or go for a layered look to style your larger rugs.

Use them as bedside rugs for cozy little toes, as makeshift fun areas around the house, or to 
cozy up their favorite play spot.

A budget-friendly option to keep your home cozy and stylish at small prices.

Collect them all and refresh your decor any time!

Bag includedwith each rug!
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PRODUCTS

Mini Azteca Washable Rug
Natural, Vintage Blue

C-MI-AZTE
70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Mini Bereber Washable Rug
Natural - Black

C-MI-BER
70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Mini Wings Washable Rug
Ivory - Linen
C-MI-WINGS

75x100 cm | 2' 5" x 3' 3"

Mini Biscuit Washable Rug
Pearl Grey - White

C-MI-BIS-PGR
70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Mini Biscuit Washable Rug
Vintage Nude - Natural

C-MI-BIS-VNU
90x90 cm | Ø 3'

Mini Dream Washable Rug
Light Blue - White

C-MI-DREAM
70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Mini Kaarol Washable Rug
Natural - Multicolor

C-MI-KAA
70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Mini Monstera Washable Rug
Olive - Natural

C-MI-MONS
75x100 cm | 2' 5" x 3' 3"

Mini Tribu Washable Rug
Natural - Honey

C-MI-TRIBU
70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"
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MINI AZTECA WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-AZTE | 70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Rectangular rug with zigzags and 
dots design
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

A practical mini version of our 
best-selling Azteca rug.

A small, rectangular, washable 

CUTE VINTAGE BLUE
TASSELS ATTACHED

rug tufted in natural color cotton,
with zigzags, lines and dots that
stand out in Vintage Blue and Pearl Grey. 

An all-time favorite that will add personality to any play spot or bedside area, with a cozy, 
whimsical touch.

Each border is finished with matching Vintage Blue tassels.

It comes with a practical cotton drawstrings backpack for easy pack & go.
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MINI BEREBER WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-BER | 70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Rectangular rug with a criss-cross 
design and braids at the corners
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

A practical, mini version of our 
popular Berber design.

It provides trending style now in 
kid size for a hint of your favorite 
decor also in little ones’ spaces!

A small, rectangular, washable 
rug, handmade in a natural-colored 
cotton pile, with the classic 
Berber crisscross motif outlined in 
black, and finished with small 
braids at the corners.

It comes with a practical cotton 
drawstrings backpack for easy 
pack & go.

SMALL BRAIDS AT
THE CORNERS
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MINI WINGS WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-WINGS | 75x100 cm | 2' 5" x 3' 3"

For your little angel to snuggle up on, practice 
tummy time, or simply to add a delicate 
piece of fantasy to any nursery’s decor.

An adorable mini version of our classic 
Wings design that is sure to become a new 
favorite!

A small and soft, washable rug, in the shape 
of angel wings, handmade in a soft Ivory 
cotton pile, with delicate details in Linen 
and Pearl Grey outlining the feathers’ 
silhouette.

It comes with a practical cotton drawstrings 
backpack for easy pack & go.

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Wings-shaped rug with outlined 
feathers silhouette
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,28 kg

NOW WITH NEW
MELANGE YARN DETAILS
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MINI BISCUIT PEARL GREY WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-BIS-PGR | 70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Rectangular rug with wavy edges 
and dots
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

A versatile and fun mini version of
our iconic Biscuit design.

In a children’s world, where cookies become rugs, boys and girls can let their imagination 
run wild in fairytale style enjoying play time.

A small, rectangular-shaped, washable rug with cookie-inspired wavy edges, handmade 
in a soft Pearl Gray cotton pile, combined with white contrasted dots.

It comes with a practical cotton drawstrings backpack for easy pack & go.

WAVY EDGES LIKE
A REAL COOKIE!
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MINI BISCUIT VINTAGE NUDE WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-BIS-VNU | 90x90 cm | Ø 3'

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Biscuit-shaped rug with dots
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

CONTRASTING DOTS MADE
WITH NATURAL PILE

A cute mini version of our classic, 
round Little Biscuit design in Vintage 
Nude pink with lighter, natural-colored 
dots.

A mini version that is sweeter than 
sweet!

A biscuit-shaped, handmade, 
cotton, washable rug with rounded 
edges, that can easily fit in any 
corner of the house.

It comes with a practical cotton 
drawstrings backpack for easy 
pack & go.
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A cute, mini version of our 
best-selling Puffy Dream 
design.

A small, washable rug 
shaped as the silhouette of a 
cloud, tufted in a soft, light 
blue cotton pile with a smaller, 
white cloud on the side.

It comes with a practical 
cotton drawstrings backpack 
for easy pack & go.

MINI DREAM WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-DREAM | 70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Cloud-shaped rug with a smaller 
cloud on the side
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

Let the kids enjoy story time daydreaming on this cute play rug or step out of bed with cozy 
toes taking a walk on the clouds.
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MINI KAAROL WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-KAA | 70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3" 

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Rectangular rug with ethnic symbols 
and fringes at the edges
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

Welcome our popular Kaarol 
rug now in a smaller and handy 
format that is ideal for the little 
ones!

A rectangular, washable, mini 
rug in natural color cotton tufting, 
with ethnic-inspired symbols 
outlined in bright, contrasting 
happy colors, just like in the 
original Kaarol design.

A unique pop of color in your 
kid’s room, to define a play 
corner or to warm little one’s 
toes at the bedside.

Finished with natural color 
fringes at the edges.

It comes with a practical 
cotton drawstrings backpack 
for easy pack & go.

IT COMES WITH FRINGES
AT THE EDGES!
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MINI MONSTERA WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-MONS | 75x100 cm | 2' 5" x 3' 3" 

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Leaf-shaped rug with details in 
exposed canvas base
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

WITH VISIBLE
CANVAS BASE!

The popular Monstera Olive 
design, now in a smaller, 
more versatile format.

A soft, washable, mini rug, shaped
as a monstera leaf, combining a soft
cotton pile in Olive green and natural
colors, with contrasted details of the exposed
underlying canvas base in natural color.

Let the jungle vibes liven up any kids’ space with this mini version that is sure to become a 
favorite such as its larger design. 

It comes with a practical cotton drawstrings backpack for easy pack & go.
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MINI TRIBU WASHABLE RUG
C-MI-TRIBU | 70x100 cm | 2' 4" x 3' 3"

Composition: 100% natural cotton
Design: Rectangular rug with an ethnic 
pattern design and tassels at the corners
Elaboration: Handmade
Weight: 1,25 kg

COMES WITH 4 TASSELS ON
ITS CORNERS MADE OUT OF

MELANGE YARN

A soft and cozy mini rug inspired by 
our classic Tribu design.

Due to its elegant colors, it is easy 
to integrate it into any home dec-
oration style.

A rectangular-shaped, washable 
rug, tufted in a natural-colored 
cotton pile, with an ethnic pattern 
outlined in melange yarns of 
Honey and natural colors.

Finished with mixed-yarn tassels 
at the corners.

It comes with a practical cotton 
drawstrings backpack for easy 
pack & go.



Finished with mixed-yarn tassels 
at the corners.

It comes with a practical cotton 
drawstrings backpack for easy 
pack & go.
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